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Dark Lord: Eternal Detention
This is the perfect book for anyone who wants to learn how to sew, or just needs a quick
refresher course. Friendly and easy-to-follow directions will have you sewing with confidence,
making repairs, and creating new garments from scratch. From cutting patterns and sewing
seams to binding edges, gathering fabric and installing zippers, each new skill is accompanied
by a quick practice exercise to try, allowing you to learn as you sew. Fifteen simple and
straightforward projects are provided for sewing fun accessories from plushies and pincushions
to placemats, hand towels, hats and more.

Down and Across
A tale about the magical Elves of the North Pole who sew special pajamas that help the
children sleep on Christmas Eve.

Misadventures of a College Girl
DATE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. Go behind the scenes of Cartoon Network's highly anticipated
film with this unique art book! This magical deep-dive into Steven Universe The Movie is
designed by Ryan Sands (Frontier) in conjunction with Steven Universe creator Rebecca
Sugar! See preliminary character designs, witness the formation of settings and storyboards,
and discover the art that shaped the full-length movie! It's a new kind of artistic adventure with
with Garnet, Amethyst, Pearl, and--of course--Steven.

Brain Freeze
Werewolf Derik Gardner must save the world by destroying the reincarnation of history's most
wicked sorceress. Unfortunately, the beautiful but ditzy Sara Gunn hasn't a clue that she's the
epitome of pure evil. To make matters worse, Derik's falling in love with her.

Secrets of a Christmas Box
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For fans of The Chronicles of Narnia comes the first book in the Wildwood Chronicles, the New
York Times bestselling fantasy adventure series by Colin Meloy, lead singer of the
Decemberists, and Carson Ellis, acclaimed illustrator of The Mysterious Benedict Society. In
Wildwood, Prue and her friend Curtis uncover a secret world in the midst of violent
upheaval—a world full of warring creatures, peaceable mystics, and powerful figures with the
darkest intentions. And what begins as a rescue mission becomes something much greater as
the two friends find themselves entwined in a struggle for the very freedom of this wilderness.
A wilderness the locals call Wildwood. Wildwood captivates readers with the wonder and thrill
of a secret world within the landscape of a modern city. It feels at once firmly steeped in the
classics of children's literature and completely fresh at the same time. The story is told from
multiple points of view, and the book features more than eighty illustrations, including six fullcolor plates, making this an absolutely gorgeous object. Supports the Common Core State
Standards

Beautiful Inside and Out
A book that will make you see yourself clearly for the first time. When Becky Randle's mother
dies, she's whisked from her trailer park home to New York. There she meets Tom Kelly, the
world's top designer, who presents Becky with an impossible offer: He'll design three dresses
to transform the very average Becky into the most beautiful woman who ever lived. Soon
Becky is remade as Rebecca - pure five-alarm hotness to the outside world and an awkward
mess of cankles and split ends when she's alone. With Rebecca's remarkable beauty as her
passport, soon Becky's life resembles a fairy tale. She stars in a movie, VOGUE calls, and she
starts to date Prince Gregory, heir to the English throne. That's when everything crumbles.
Because Rebecca aside, Becky loves him. But the idea of a prince looking past Rebecca's
blinding beauty to see the real girl inside? There's not enough magic in the world. Defiant,
naughty, and impossibly fun, GORGEOUS answers a question that bewilders us all: Just who
the hell IS that in the mirror?

The Taggerung
Straitlaced freshman Zooey Cartwright has arrived at UCLA determined to have a heck of a lot
more fun in college than she did in high school. What’s the first item on Zooey’s agenda before
classes start in two days? Losing her pesky V card. She’s definitely not looking for a boyfriend,
so where can Zooey find the right guy to do the deed and move along without a backward
glance? At a party thrown by a bunch of football players, of course. Enter Tyler Caldwell. A
beast on the field and off, cocky as heck, and often wearing T-shirts with sayings like “God’s
Gift to Womankind,” Tyler is most definitely not boyfriend material. After a make-out session
with Tyler leaves Zooey entirely unsatisfied, she is determined never to see him again. But her
schedule lands her in not one but two of his classes, and it doesn’t take long before Tyler and
Zooey have reached an arrangement for Tyler to teach Zooey exactly what she wants to
know―and a whole lot more she never bargained for. Can Zooey surrender her body to this
bad boy without giving him her heart, too? ***** Misadventures is a romantic series of spicy
standalone novels, each written or co-written by some of the best names in romance. The
stories are scandalous, refreshing, and, of course, incredibly sexy. They’re the perfect bedside
read, a ‘quick blush’ for the reader who loves a page-turning romance.

Adventure Time - The Art of Ooo
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A story about following your dreams from Brian Calhoun, creator of the popular Chickapig
Board Game. The chickapig farm was all that he knew, With its crops and fields, and cows that
poo’d And birds, and bees, and horses and goats. Why was he dreaming of castles and
moats? Little Joe Chickapig wants to be just like his adventurous grandpa. But how did the old
chickapig hero do it? Find out in this fun, original story by Brian Calhoun, creator of the popular
Chickapig Board Game.

Steven Universe Adult Coloring Book
Life in the streets take on a whole new meaning in this urban anthology of "hood" tales
compiled by New York Times bestselling author Wahida Clark WHAT'S REALLY HOOD! Black
Is Blue by Victor L. Martin delves into the life of a corporate woman who falls in love with a
thug and finds out just how easy it is to stray from the straight and narrow. Eighteen and
hungry Wiz's only addiction to drugs is the money it made. But Crystal changed all of that and
shows him just how powerful a woman can be in The P is Free by LaShonda Teague. In The
Last Laugh by Bonta, Bobo, a member of the infamous Eight-Trey street gang, learns that
gang life isn't all it's cracked up to be as "street wars" take on a whole new meaning. Shawn
"Jihad" Trump tells the story of loyalty, love and honor, when The Point Blank Mob is brought
to its knees leaving the crew fighting for their lives and freedom in All for Nothing. And New
York Times bestselling author, Wahida Clark, introduces Nina, a woman tired of being
disrespected by men who takes revenge to the ultimate level in Makin' Endz Meet.

Robot Zombie Frankenstein!
Get transported back to the golden age of 1930s animation with an art book celebrating the
acclaimed run & gun game, Cuphead! Each page of this curated collection of artwork is
designed to capture the vintage look and feel of the 1930's. Take a gander at the game's
traditional hand-drawn frame-by-frame animation. Peek at the early concepts, production work,
and early ideas that went into the making of Cuphead's characters, bosses, stages and more
including never-before-seen content from the upcoming DLC! Relive the most cherished and
challenging moments of Cuphead and Mugman's adventure to reclaim their souls from The
Devil, all in a way you've never seen before! Guided by personal insights from game directors
Chad and Jared Moldenhauer, take a one-of-a-kind trip through the Inkwell Isles and discover
an all-new appreciation for Cuphead's animation style and challenging retro gameplay. Dark
Horse Books and Studio MDHR are thrilled to present The Art of Cuphead! This vintage-style
art extravaganza is the perfect book for fans of Cuphead!

Adventure Time Crafts
A contributing editor at Wired examines the way entertainment has shifted in the face of new
media and discusses the way that people such as Will Wright, James Cameron and Damon
Lindelof are changing how we play, relax and think. Reprint.

Sew-It-Yourself Home Accessories
Grab your friends and get cooking in the land of Ooo with Adventure Time: The Official
Cookbook, featuring recipes from all your favorite characters and kingdoms. In the wastelands
of an island, Finn the Human comes upon a partially disintegrated cookbook. In a quest for
knowledge about the lives of other humans, Finn takes it upon himself to complete the
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cookbook, with the help of Jake, Princess Bubblegum, Marceline, and the other denizens of
Ooo. Adventure Time: The Official Cookbook features pre-Mushroom War favorites like
spaghetti and meatballs and grilled cheese, rewritten by the characters for an Adventure Time
twist. Also featured are new staples like Jake’s Making Bacon Pancakes, the full Breakfast
Kingdom Breakfast, Marceline’s Fries, and more. Complete with commentary and sections
written by Finn and his friends, this cookbook is the ultimate guide to Ooo cuisine. [Cartoon
Network block logo] [Federator logo] TM & © Cartoon Network. (s16)

What's the Difference Between a Frog and a Toad?
Be seduced by the sensual, emotionally-charged Seductive Nights series and this tale of two
red-hot lovers in the city of sin… Happy endings don't come easily. They're hard-won and I’m
going to have to keep earning mine I thought my future with the fiery Julia Bell was clear
sailing. But life doesn't work that way and trouble looms in every corner. Trouble from clients,
trouble with timing, and, most of all, trouble from her past returns on our trip to Vegas. A
dangerous man who knows much more about my woman than he should surfaces in Sin City
where we’re enjoying a dirty, delicious weekend getaway. But I’ll do everything to protect her,
no matter the costas long as I’m not too late. The reading order for the NYT Bestselling
Seductive Nights series is Night After Night, After This Night, and One More Night and A Wildly
Seductive Night.

Altered
The second book featuring the mischievous Monkey, who has arrived in the Woods
determined to take over, and Bunny, who is here to stop him! With a cast of hilarious
characters, more extraordinary inventions than you can shake a monkey wrench at, and more
laughter than ever before-this is Bunny vs Monkey: Book Two!

What's Really Hood!
A popular crafter offers 20 DIY projects based on characters from the Cartoon Network's hit
show, Adventure Time, including jewelry, home decor, costumes and accessories featuring
Finn, Jake, Princess Bubblegum and more. Original. 20,000 first printing.

Titty Kitties
What time is it? Adventure Time™! Explore the magical world of Ooo with Jake the Dog and
Finn the Human, along with the Ice King, Princess Bubblegum, Marceline the Vampire Queen,
and all your favorite Adventure Time characters, in this New York Times bestselling companion
book to Cartoon Network’s hit animated series. Written and compiled by the Lord of Evil
himself, The Adventure Time Encyclopaedia matches the playful, subversive tone of the
television series, detailing everything anyone will ever need to know about the postapocalyptic
land of Ooo and its inhabitants—secret lore and spells, fun places you should visit and places
where you will probably die, whom to marry and whom not to marry, how to make friends and
destroy your enemies—plus hand-written marginalia by Finn, Jake, and Marceline. An
indispensable guide to the show fans love to watch, this side-splittingly funny love letter to
Adventure Time is sure to appeal to readers of all ages. Heck yeah! From the Back Cover:
Written by the Lord of Evil Himself, Hunson Abadeer (a.k.a. Marceline the Vampire Queen's
dad), to instruct and confound the demonic citizenry of the Nightosphere, The Adventure Time
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Encyclopaedia is perhaps the most dangerous book in history. Although seemingly a
guidebook to the Land of Ooo and its postapocalyptic inhabitants, it is in fact an amusing
nightmare of literary pitfalls, bombastic brain-boggles, and ancient texts designed to drive the
reader mad. Complete with secret lore and wizard spells, fun places you should visit and
places where you will probably die, advice on whom to marry and whom not to marry, and how
to make friends and destroy your enemies, this volume includes hand-written marginalia by
Finn, Jake, and Marceline. Arguably the greatest encyclopaedia ever written since the
beginning of the cosmos, it is also an indispensable companion to humans and demons who
know what time it is: Adventure Time! Praise for The Adventure Time Encyclopaedia: “Even if
you’re an adult Adventure Time fan, the book will make you feel like you’re 10 again.” —USA
Today’s Daily Candy blog “The brand-new Adventure Time Encyclopaedia will tell viewers
everything they need to know about the post-apocalyptic magical land and its inhabitants.”
—Entertainment Weekly’s Family Room blog “The . . . Encyclopaedia will appeal to Adventure
Time fans who want to delve deeper into the show’s mysterious back story and bizarre details.”
—The Los Angeles Times’Hero Complex blog

Sew Me! Sewing Basics
The nomad clan of Sawney Rath can feel their fortunes changing, much for the better. The
Mighty One, the next great leader, has been born within the walls of Redwall Abbey and, at
any cost, Sawney Rath is determined to harness the power of this magnificent beast - the
deadly Taggerung! A baby otter is kidnapped from Redwall by Sawney's ruthless band of
villains called the Juska. They believe he is a Taggerung - a legendary animal said to have
supernatural fighting skills. The young otter is raised by Sawney Rath as his own son and
trained to be a ruthless killer, but the Redwall spirit cuts deep and as the Taggerung reaches
adolescence he begins to dream of another life . . .

The Art of Steven Universe: The Movie
You'll flip for this uplifting flipbook, filled with inspiring Scripture verses to bless your day! Select
one for display, make its message your theme, and see what happens! Verses include ''For
with God nothing shall be impossible,'' ''I can do all things in him who strengthens me,'' ''For I
know the plans I have for you,'' and many more! Use it brighten desk or shelf, whether at home
or at the office, and let it lift you up as you go about your day. Full color throughout. 48 pages.
Matching wire-o binding. Built-in display for your desk or shelf. Magnetic closure. Flipbook
measures 4-1/4'' square.

The Pajama Elves
Dirk Lloyd, the Dark Lord trapped in the body of a weedy schoolboy, returns in another darkly
hilarious adventure Brilliantly funny and subversive, this is the Funny Prize-winning Jamie
Thomson at his best. Fear me, o miserable worm! I, the Great Dirk, take up my pen once more
to record the utter misery that is SCHOOL. My sworn enemy, Hasdruban the White, has
infiltrated Whiteshields School and seeks vengeance on me. Naturally, I will triumph. But it is
the Dirkest Hour indeed BUY THIS BOOK OR SUFFER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: -Being
struck with a Blast of Ravening Flame -Banishment to the Slave Pits of Never Ending Toil
-Torment by the Hewer of Limbs THE CHOICE IS YOURS. MWA HA HA!

A Foot in the Door
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Head on down to Beach City and create your own artistic vision through color with the official
Steven Universe Coloring Book! This book includes forty-five black-and-white illustrations by
artists including Gale Galligan, Coleman Engle, Aatmaja Pandya, Constanza Yovaniniz, and
Rica Diaz! Relive all your favorite moments from the show, from Ruby and Sapphire's first
meeting, to Stevonnie's show down with Jasper, to Lars of the Stars--colored however you
choose!

Cutting Machine Crafts with Your Cricut, Sizzix, or Silhouette
They were made to forget. But they'll never forgive. Everything about Anna's life is a secret.
Her father works for the Branch, at the helm of its latest project: monitoring and administering
treatments to the four genetically altered boys in the lab below their farmhouse. There's Nick,
solemn and brooding; Cas, light-hearted and playful; Trev, smart and caring; and Sam . . .
who's stolen Anna's heart. When the Branch decides it's time to take the boys, Sam stages an
escape. Anna's father pushes her to go with them, making Sam promise to keep her away from
the Branch, at all costs. On the run, with her father's warning in her head, Anna begins to doubt
everything she thought she knew about herself. She soon discovers that she and Sam are
connected in more ways than either of them expected. And if they're both going to survive, they
must piece together the clues of their past before the Branch catches up to them and steals it
all away.

The Adventure Time Encyclopaedia (Encyclopedia)
Making your own custom accessories is a great way to add color, texture and comfort to your
life—and can be fun too! Sew-It-Yourself Home Accessories offers 21 simple and beautiful
projects to create with natural cotton. Using easy-to-learn sewing methods and bright, fresh
fabrics, this book shows you how to make a range of useful items, from cushions, aprons and
oven mitts to a laptop case, table linen and even a doorstop. Each project can be completed in
just one weekend. Clear step-by-step instructions and color photographs make the process
straightforward and simple, even for absolute beginners. A basics section at the front of the
book introduces you to all of the tools, materials and techniques you need to know.

Gorgeous
Breathtaking and haunting, Rin Chupeco's second novel is a chilling companion to her debut,
The Girl from the Well. The darkness will find you. Seventeen-year-old Tark knows what it is to
be powerless. But Okiku changed that. A restless spirit who ended life as a victim and started
death as an avenger, she's groomed Tark to destroy the wicked. But when darkness pulls them
deep into Aokigahara, known as Japan's suicide forest, Okiku's justice becomes blurred, and
Tark is the one who will pay the price

Scooby-Doo
Denise Schipani shares her secret to being a 'Mean Mom,' and why it's better for your kids–and
for you–in the long run." —Jen Singer, author You're a Good Mom (and Your Kids Aren't So
Bad Either) "'Mean' moms make kids learn to do things for themselves from making breakfast
to finding inner peace. I'm hoping I'm a little meaner myself after reading this book." —Lenore
Skenazy, founder of the book and blog Free–Range Kids "I've chosen to be the kind of mother
I feel is best, and that kind of mother is mean." MEAN MOMS SAY NO. MEAN MOMS ARE
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CONSISTENT. MEAN MOMS TRUST THEMSELVES. MEAN MOMS DON'T CARE WHAT
EVERYONE ELSE IS DOING. MEAN MOMS TEACH KIDS THE LIFE SKILLS THEY NEED
TO KNOW. MEAN MOMS SLOW IT DOWN. MEAN MOMS FAIL THEIR KIDS A LITTLE BIT
EVERY DAY. And mean moms prepare their kids for the world, not the world for their kids,
raising children into adults who know how to make themselves happy. Mean Moms Rule. And
their kids benefit Denise Schipani writes about all things mean and motherly at
www.confessionsofameanmommy.com

The Suffering
Holy shite! Titty Kitties? What the feck is this bollocks all about. Well, there's kitties, for sure.
Four cute little razor-clawed berzerkers. There's titties, but maybe not the type you're looking
for, young fella. So ya can piss off and try the internet. What else? There's a third generation
Nazi scientist who's a complete arse, and a secret government plan to weaponize the titty
kitties. There's a high speed HumVee chase, but that's toward the end. Oh, and it's a love
story. Or a re-love story, if that's even a word. But it's mostly about titty kitties. So go on! Tits
out for the kits.

The Art of Cuphead
With Jake the dog and Finn the human, the crafts will never end! Learn how to stitch, paint,
sculpt, and crochet more than 23 projects featuring your favorite Adventure Time™ characters.
You'll find designs by fans just like you for plush toys, chic jewelry, crafty home decor, and
stylish fashions straight from the Candy Kingdom: * Reversible Jake/Cake Plush * Marceline's
Axe * Bubblegum's Like-Like Sweater * Peppermint Butler Pillow * Oh My Glob, Nail Art! *
Fionna and Finn Hats * BMO's 8-Bit Fuse Bead Coasters And so much more! What the lump
are you waiting for? It's time to D.I.Y.!

Little Joe Chickapig
A photographic look into the world of vinyl record collectors—including Questlove—in the most
intimate of environments—their record rooms. Compelling photographic essays from
photographer Eilon Paz are paired with in-depth and insightful interviews to illustrate what
motivates these collectors to keep digging for more records. The reader gets an up close and
personal look at a variety of well-known vinyl champions, including Gilles Peterson and King
Britt, as well as a glimpse into the collections of known and unknown DJs, producers, record
dealers, and everyday enthusiasts. Driven by his love for vinyl records, Paz takes us on a fiveyear journey unearthing the very soul of the vinyl community.

Bunny Vs Monkey
When the Christmas tree ornaments at the Ferguson house come to life again after their long
sleep, Larry the snowman discovers that his brother Terrence is missing and decides to leave
the tree to search for him, even though that is forbidden.

One More Night
Baywatch star Gena Lee Nolin shares her story of undergoing and overcoming two decades of
misdiagnosed thyroid disease and shows how the estimated sixty million Americans suffering
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from thyroid disease can learn to live healthy, happy, and beautiful lives. The most
comprehensive, user-friendly handbook available for anyone suffering from thyroid disease:
everything you need to know to reclaim the happy, healthy, wonderful life you deserve! Gena
Lee Nolin, a star of the hit TV series Baywatch, was the picture of perfect health. Then
suddenly she was plagued by a baffling array of symptoms: exhaustion, brain fog, bloating,
depression, hair loss, and debilitating changes in energy, weight, and mood, culminating in
lifethreatening symptoms during her pregnancy. Like millions of American women, Nolin was
struggling with undiagnosed thyroid disease. Thyroid problems leave women feeling anything
but beautiful, and often they find themselves stigmatized by friends, family, the media—even
doctors. But it doesn’t have to be that way! Collaborating with New York Times bestselling
author and internationally recognized thyroid patient advocate Mary Shomon, Nolin uses her
own story to deliver practical information vital for anyone struggling with thyroid issues.
Readers will learn how to get diagnosed accurately and treated effectively, how to lose weight,
balance hormones, solve beauty challenges, and regain their self-confidence. Full of practical
checklists, questionnaires, and advice from America’s leading experts in thyroid and hormonal
health, here is a heartfelt, helpful guide for women who are ready to feel strong, sexy, and
beautiful again.

Adventure Time: The Official Cookbook
Two robots engage in a game of one-upmanship.

The Drake Equation
Packed with all the quirky fun of the TV show, in these original adventures the Powerpuff Girls
will fight baddies, save the day and be home before bedtime! When Blossom, Buttercup and
Bubbles find out that the Towsnville Ice Cream Parlour is holding a contest to create a new
flavour, they're determined to enter. But they each have very different ideas about what the
flavour should be. Blossom wants a classic vanilla with rainbow sprinkles, Bubbles wants triplefudge-extra-chocolate-oozy-caramel-delight and Buttercup wants pizza flavour. As the girls use
their superpowers to deliver their ice cream around Townsville, things get a little messy.
Meanwhile Mojo Jojo has got a dastardly plan to bring a hoarde of monsters on a day trip to
Townsville - to destoy the Powerpuff Girls once and for all! Mwa ha ha! Collect all the
adventures in this hilarious series - perfect for fans of the TV show.

Wildwood
Adventure Time: The Art of Ooo is the first book to take fans behind the scenes of Finn the
Human's and Jake the Dog's adventures in the postapocalyptic, magical land of Ooo. Packed
to the seams with concept art and storyboards, this lavishly illustrated tome offers an allaccess pass into the Emmy Award-winning show team's creative process. It is the perfect
companion to and celebration of this groundbreaking, award-winning series.

Star Trek: The Next Generation Cats
Scooby and the gang visit a carnival, where a series of strange and spooky occurrences leads
to a mystery

Mean Moms Rule
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Compares and contrasts the amphibians in terms of size, skin texture, color, diet, habitat,
noises, and reproduction.

Ripjaws to the Rescue!
Noah Grow is a bird-watcher. If you're picturing some kid in a big floppy hat, peering up into
trees through giant binoculars . . . well, good job. That's exactly what he does. Right now, Noah
is on a quest to find a wood duck. According to his calculations, aka the Drake Equation, the
odds are good-really good-for spotting one. That's why he gets off the bus at the wrong stop.
And that's how he ends up running down a hill, crashing into a fence, and landing right next to
a strange, glittery disk. Noah and his best friends, Jason and Jenny, soon discover that the
mysterious disk is, well, mysterious. It gives Noah peculiar powers. As things go from odd to
outrageous, Noah is swept up in a storm of intergalactic intrigue and middle-school mayhem.
There's much more at stake than Noah realizes. Bart King delivers a hilarious sci-fi adventure
with just the right mix of heart and humor that will have readers looking out for birds-and
strange alien objects.

The Art of Immersion: How the Digital Generation Is Remaking Hollywood,
Madison Avenue, and the Way We Tell Stories
This empowering and accessible guide shows career rookies how to get a foot in the door-and
then kick it wide open. The revised second edition emphasizes the importance of
contemporary social networking, such as discussion groups and forums, online portfolios, and
blogging. Featuring a list of networking hot spots, confidence-building advice for the shy or
intimidated, and a comprehensive guide to informational interviewing, A FOOT IN THE DOOR
reveals proven strategies that will help those seeking their first real-world job land the position
they've been looking for. A concrete and practical guide to the nuts and bolts of networking,
using a step-by-step approach geared to recent grads and young career changers. Helps
young professionals identify who they should connect with. Katharine Hansen's books have
sold 145,000 copies. Reviews"Extensive chapters on informational interviewing and Internet
networking make this a must-have book for job seekers and others trying to connect with
people in the workplace."
Amy Lindgren, Syndicated Career Columnist"You name it, if it
deals with networking, on any level, Katharine Hansen's book covers it. This is a book I wish I
had written. It will help you."
Marvin Walberg, Scrips Howard News Service Syndicated
Career ColumnistStrand Media Group's "Something You Should Know" air date TBA From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Dust & Grooves
"John Green fans will appreciate this tale." --USA Today "[A] humorous, deeply human comingof-age story." --The Washington Post Scott Ferdowsi has a track record of quitting. His best
friends know exactly what they want to do with the rest of their lives, but Scott can hardly
commit to a breakfast cereal, let alone a passion. With college applications looming and his
parents pushing him to settle on a "practical" career, Scott sneaks off to Washington, DC,
seeking guidance from a famous psychologist who claims to know the secret to success. He
never expects an adventure to unfold. But that's what Scott gets when he meets Fiora
Buchanan, a ballsy college student whose life ambition is to write crossword puzzles. When
the bicycle she lends him gets Scott into a high-speed chase, he knows he's in for the ride of
his life. Soon, Scott finds himself sneaking into bars, attempting to pick up girls at the National
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Zoo, and even giving the crossword thing a try--all while opening his eyes to fundamental
truths about who he is and who he wants to be.

Derik's Bane
The cats are back in their continuing mission: to boldly go where no one has gone before. This
companion to the bestselling Star Trek Cats brings the many adventures of Star Trek: The
Next Generation to life in a faithfully feline homage to the hit series. From encounters with the
Borg to adventures on the holodeck, Captain Picard and the rest of the U.S.S. Enterprise
NCC-1701-D crew are reimagined as cats with lovingly detailed and eyebrow-raising scenes
from throughout the award-winning series, perfect for Star Trek fans across the Galaxy. TM &
© 2018 CBS Studios Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS
Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Adventure Time Crafts
Get more creative with your Cricut, Sizzix, or Silhouette die cutting machine! Here are 50 easy
projects and 60 templates for making gorgeous home accessories, fun party decor, and
memorable gifts. This book includes beautiful items you can make using just about any
electronic die cutting machine, by downloading the SVG templates, running your materials
through your machine, and following the instructions to assemble your cut materials. Discover
graphic Scandinavian patterns to decorate aprons and tea towels, paper succulent
centerpieces, and dozens of blooms for bouquets, garlands, and crowns. Every project
includes easy instructions and plenty of variations so you can get the most out of your
machine. With an introduction to electronic die cutting machines and options for cutting the
templates out by hand, this book is full of inspiration and expert advice. Includes instructions
for downloading 60 SVG cut files compatible with most electronic cutting machines.

Faith Desktop Flipbook
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